HAND HELD JET FOR MAGNA SERIES INSTRUCTIONS

1. Turn off circulation pump.

2. Remove eyeball (#7) or flowpath (#8 or #9) from the jet by pulling on snout of eyeball or flowpath spout. **It may be easier to remove therapy option with pump running and jet open. Block outlet with index finger and pull on snout of eyeball (#7) or flowpath (#8 or #9).**

3. Insert the adapter (#1) firmly into the jet. Rotate the adapter (#1) counterclockwise approximately 90° until it clicks. **TO REMOVE THE ADAPTER (#1), turn it counterclockwise approximately 1/8 of a turn or 45° and pull straight out.**

4. The hole on the float (#3) must be above the water level to draw air.

5. Start the circulation pump.

6. Squeeze the trigger (#2) to start the hand held jet (#4) and release the trigger (#2) to stop it. If you do not get water flow through the hand held jet, rotate the jet handle (#10) 90° to be sure jet is open.

**TO CHANGE THERAPY OPTION IN HAND HELD JET:**
Insert cage and eyeball (#5) (or flowpath #6) into hand held jet (#4) by pressing firmly to snap into place.
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